
REPEATABLE LINE ADJUSTMENT SOLUTIONS

Rapid eXchange Change Parts
Rapid eXchange Change Parts 
allow fast, repeatable changeover 
of precisely engineered parts. Parts
quickly and easily lock into place
without tools. Customers typically
receive 97% savings in changeover
time and improved product 
handling.

Feed Screws
A major beverage industry 
customer reported an 80% 
reduction in spillage after installing 
Septimatech’s feed screws. 
Septimatech feed screws provide 
maximum performance for
containers of any shape, whether you 
need to infeed, synchronize, group, 
combine, diverge or rotate products.

Feed Screw Drives 
Septimatech's modular Feed Screw
Drives are easily adaptable to any
packaging machinery or used as a
stand-alone unit. Feed Screw Drives
provide maximum performance for
simple and complex applications.
Changeovers are repeatable, quick
and easy for reliable performance
and optimal e�ciency.

Smart Carts
Smart Storage Systems provide
optimal organization for change
parts in a lightweight, transportable
cart. Parts are easy to identify, 
store, organize, clean and protect.
Customers experience improved
e�ciency and ergonomics, less 
part loss, damage, and reduced
operator handling time.

Proven Performance in
Every Packaging Changeover
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Standard Change Parts 
Precision-made change parts 
tailored to your containers' geometry 
and machine specifications can help 
you maximize production and 
e�ciency. We're experienced with 
more than 2,600 types of packaging 
machines. Discover the Septimatech 
di�erence for container handling 
solutions.

Other Changeover Products
Whatever your packaging 
application and changeover needs 
are, we can help you overcome 
challenges that limit productivity and 
performance. We work closely with 
you to provide intelligent, easy-to-use 
solutions that ensure fast, repeatable 
changeovers and superior container 
handling. 



MACHINE PRODUCTIVITY SOLUTIONS

Unison ® Guide Rail
Septimatech's modular Unison
Guide Rail System delivers superior
changeover time, adjustment
accuracy and container control. It
provides precise, repeatable,
simultaneous vertical and 
horizontal adjustment of guide 
rails and dust covers from one 
location without pneumatics or tools.

Multi Lane Adjust Rails
Multi Lane Adjust System eliminates 
change parts, lane spacers and 
heavy lifting equipment to allow 
quick, simple adjustment of multiple 
lanes. It significantly reduces 
changeover complexity and improves 
e�ciency. One person can adjust a 
30-foot section of lanes in a fraction 
of the time it takes with other 
systems.

Easy Adjust Rails ®
Easy Adjust Rails® deliver fast,
repeatable guide rail adjustment 
and changeover, without pneumatics 
or other high maintenance 
components. Increased e�ciency, 
reduced labor and maintenance, 
and improved product handling 
combine to provide quick return on 
investment and outstanding total 
cost of ownership.

Adjustable Cap Tracks
Adjustable Cap Tracks provide
precise, repeatable guide rail
adjustments for superior handling 
of di�erent size and shape caps. It
eliminates the need to exchange 
cap chutes for changeovers and
significantly improves throughput.

Automation
Fully automated changeover systems 
place fast, precise, repeatable guide 
rail adjustment at your finger tips. 
The easy-to-use HMI can be stand- 
alone or directly interfaced into 
existing controls. Automated 
changeover systems significantly 
reduce downtime, while providing 
valuable overall equipment 
e�ciency data.
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Proven Performance in
Every Packaging Changeover

Other Line Products
For more than 25 years Septimatech 
has delivered intelligent, easy-to-use 
solutions that redefine the way 
customers manage changeover and 
improve line e�ciency. We can help 
you maximize performance and 
improve machine and line 
e�ciency.
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